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Robots & the Workforce in a Super Aging Society

Two types of digital automation

Digital automation & productivity: the digital divide

The future of work



Automation is no longer for simple, 
repetitive, mechanical tasks…



THREE STEPS TO DIGITAL

1. DATAFY 2. SOFTWARIFY

3. ROBOTIFY



Robots are now
thinking machines



DIGITAL AUTOMATION IS OF TWO TYPES



Physical/Mechanical Automation



Physical/Mechanical Automation



Physical/Mechanical Automation



Intellectual/Decision Automation



Intellectual/Decision Automation



Intellectual/Decision Automation

Siri Alert

NICOLAS

You speak too much.
I predict you will have an overrun of 4 minutes.

I will now skip the next slide.





Digital automation enjoys
zero marginal costs
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It can therefore SCALE without MASS



Zero marginal costs
Scale without mass



Jumping on the right side of the digital divide

Two types of digital automation

Digital automation & productivity: the digital divide

The future of work



The productivity paradox

“One can see 
computers 

everywhere, 
except in 

productivity 
statistics.”

Solow, 1987



Sources: McAfee (2006), Brynjolfsson & McAfee (2008)

The productivity paradox



The productivity paradox

• High adjustment costs?
• Organizational assets (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000)

• Managerial practices (Bloom et al., 2012)

• Not enough innovation (or not sufficiently powerful)?
• Carr, 2003; Gordon, 2010

• Measurement issues?
• Productivity in services (Griliches, 1994)

• Lag (David, 1990)

• Economics of free / Intangible benefits (Brynjolfsson & Oh, 2012)

• Unequally distributed gains?
• Digital divide?



IT Productivity
Value of IT
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Focal firm

Digital
technology

Organisational
complements

Productivity

• Brynjolfsson & Hitt, 2000
• Tambe & Hitt, 2011
• Brynjolfsson, Hitt & Kim, 2011
• Cardona, Kretschmer & Strobel, 2013

IT Adoption
Diffusion of iT



Focal firm

Digital
attackers

Digitalizing
Competitors

Growth

Source: Bughin & van Zeebroeck (2017)

Digital Turbulence
(competitive pressure)

-7%

Digital turbulence
hits incumbent firms



Digital turbulence varies across industries

• Digital turbulence measured as the average of strategic reaction 
across firms in the same industry (22 industries in total), except focal 
firm

Industry group Firms

Share

of firms

Mean

turbulence

SD

Turbulence

High Tech & Telecom 403 19% 3,76 0,12

Services: Prof., Media, Transport & Retail 585 27% 3,14 0,18

Public, Social, Healthcare and Other Services 353 17% 3,05 0,12

Financial Services 341 16% 3,02 0,17

Manufacturing 453 21% 2,83 0,24

Total 2135 100% 3,16 0,36

Bughin & van Zeebroeck: The case for offensive strategies in response to digital disruption



Focal firm

Digital
attackers

Digitalized
Competitors

IT

Digital Turbulence

Growth

-7%

+9%

Source: Bughin & van Zeebroeck (2017)

Bold-at-scale response
(strategic change +
IT overinvestment)



Digital success requires a blend:
strategy change + technology investment



Source: Bughin & van Zeebroeck (2017)

Digital success requires a blend:
strategy change + technology investment
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Data & empirical strategy

Cross-section of CxO responses
to McKinsey Digital Surveys (2016+2017)
(N = 400-2000 firms depending on spec.)
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Estimate following log linear prod. function (with OLS)

Revenue
growth

Market
share

Market
share of

digital players

Strategic
change

Firm
controls

Digital 
investment

Industry
F.E.



Strategy mediates impact of digital investment



What drives/inhibits digital investment & strategy?



Most firms only stay afloat thanks to digital



Source: OECD 2015

This creates a digital divide among firms…



Source: McKinsey 2018

A digital divide looms increasingly large…



Bad news for Europe!



Jumping on the right side of the digital divide

Two types of digital automation

Digital automation & productivity: the digital divide

The future of work



Are digital tools taking our jobs?





The end of work
Rifkin, 1995

• “We are entering a new phase in world history, one in which fewer 
and fewer workers will be needed to produce the goods and services 
for the global population”.

• “More sophisticated software technologies are going to bring 
civilization ever closer to a near-workerless world.”

• “Today, all sectors of the economy are experiencing technological 
displacement, forcing millions onto the unemployment rolls.”

• “Coping with this displacement is going to be the single most-
pressing issue of the coming century.”
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The scary scenario
Frey & Osborne 2013





• Okun’s law
• Productivity & jobs grow together

• Earlier industrial revolutions proved it right
• Agriculture jobs absorbed by industry

• Industry jobs absorbed by services

• But is the digital revolution comparable?
• Faster? More pervasive? More generic?
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Productivity gains lead to new jobs1



Productivity gains lead to new jobs1



Jobs will change, not disappear2



Jobs will change, not disappear2



Jobs will change,
not disappear2

Source: OECD, 2018



Jobs supply is declining due to superaging3



The real threats ahead



Skill-biased technological change

Source: Brynjolfssonn & McAfee, 2012

1



Source: McKinsey, 2018

Skill-biased technological change1



Bigger inequalities ahead



Is education developing the right skills?2



We need continuous learning & re-skilling



Digital technology reshapes the business world 
and the workplace



“ Software and 
robots are eating

the world ”



Thank you

It is a great opportunity… if we adapt


